Volvo vec warning

Faults detected that require immediate action are typically red and may illuminate alongside an
audible buzzer to draw attention of vehicle operator. If the engine is on, a buzzer will also
sound. Action to take : Failure to stop as soon as possible may result in the engine shutting
down. In the instance that air pressure is low and remaining air volume may not be sufficient for
repeated braking. The emergency brakes my engage, causing a wheel lockup and loss of
vehicle control. Bring the vehicle to a controlled stop. This may be due to abnormal status
detected by the electronic control unit. Action to take : Check informational texts and ensure the
fault is looked into at the next stop. Warning symbol name : Coolant Temperature Urgency :
High Description : This coolant temperature typically illuminates in red when engine coolant is
overheating. The ECU may take preventative action â€” engine power output may be reduced
and engine may shut down when idle. Due to excessive coolant temperatures, the engine may
shut down and can only be restarted for 30 seconds. Action to take : It is advisable to slow
down and wait if the light goes out. Have coolant levels checked and look for leaks as soon as
safely possible. Action to take : Check coolant levels and top up at next stop. Continued driving
may result in mechanical damage. Action to take : Check and top up engine oil at your next
stop. It indicates that the engine oil temperature is too high. Warning symbol name : Preheat
Urgency : Medium Description : This symbol indicates a fault in the diesel engine preheating
system. Warning symbol name : Transmission Failure Urgency : High Description : This symbol
indicates a failure with the transmission. Warning symbol name : Voltage Meter Urgency :
Medium Description : The battery symbol is an indication of the battery meter. Warning symbol
name : Voltage Warning Urgency : High Description : The battery and exclamation mark symbol
is an indication of a battery voltage warning. Warning symbol name : Freezing Urgency :
Medium Description : The snowflake is a warning of freezing conditions. Warning symbol name
: Exhaust Temp Urgency : Medium Description : Volvo Trucks high exhaust system temperature
dashboard warning light symbol. The fuel filter requires draining of water. Necessary cookies
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respect your data and privacy. VEC with Active Braking uses a radar sensor, inset in the front
bumper, to monitor stationary objects and vehicles moving in front of and to the side of the
truck. Until now, trucks equipped with VEC provided active braking only when the vehicle's
cruise system was engaged. VEC with Active Braking uses a radar sensor, inset behind the
front bumper, to help maintain a safe following distance from slowing vehicles and identifies
stationary objects in the truck's path. The system provides full-time object detection and
integrated visual feedback on the instrument panel and driver information display, audible
warnings and braking intervention to help reduce the potential or severity of a crash. If braking
intervention becomes necessary, the system will reduce the engine throttle, apply the engine
brake, and when needed, apply up to two-thirds the brake power. The system combines a
windshield-mounted camera, vision software, processor and power supply into a unit that's
integrated with the warning hierarchy established on all Volvo vehicles. Name Please enter your
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